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Abstract
Objectives To investigate the association between directly measured density and morphology of coronary artery calcium (CAC)
with cardiovascular disease (CVD) events, using computed tomography (CT).
Methods Framingham Heart Study (FHS) participants with CAC in noncontrast cardiac CT (2002–2005) were included and
followed until 2016. Participants with known CVD or uninterpretable CT scans were excluded. We assessed and correlated
(Spearman) CAC density, CAC volume, and the number of calcified segments. Moreover, we counted morphology features
including shape (cylindrical, spherical, semi-tubular, and spotty), location (bifurcation, facing pericardium, or facing myocardi-
um), and boundary regularity. In multivariate Cox regression analyses, we associated all CAC characteristics with CVD events
(CVD-death, myocardial infarction, stroke).
Results Among 1330 included participants (57.8 ± 11.7 years; 63% male), 73 (5.5%) experienced CVD events in a median
follow-up of 9.1 (7.8–10.1) years. CAC density correlated strongly with CAC volume (Spearman’s ρ = 0.75; p < 0.001) and
lower number of calcified segments (ρ = − 0.86; p < 0.001; controlled for CAC volume). In the survival analysis, CAC density
was associated with CVD events independent of Framingham risk score (HR (per SD) = 2.09; 95%CI, 1.30–3.34; p = 0.002) but
not after adjustment for CAC volume (p = 0.648). The extent of spherically shaped and pericardially sided calcifications was
associated with fewer CVD events accounting for the number of calcified segments (HR (per count) = 0.55; 95%CI, 0.31–0.98;
p = 0.042 and HR = 0.66; 95%CI, 0.45–0.98; p = 0.039, respectively).
Conclusions Directly measured CAC density does not predict CVD events due to the strong correlation with CAC volume. The
spherical shape and pericardial-sided location of CAC are associated with fewer CVD events and may represent morphological
features related to stable coronary plaques.
Key Points
• Coronary calcium density may not be independently associated with cardiovascular events.
• Coronary calcium density correlates strongly with calcium volume.
• Spherical shape and pericardial-sided location of CAC are associated with fewer CVD events.
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Abbreviations
AS Agatston score
AUC Area under the curve
BMI Body mass index
CAC Coronary artery calcium
CT Computed tomography
CVD Cardiovascular disease
FHS Framingham Heart Study
FRS Framingham risk score
HU Hounsfield units
ICC Intra-class correlation coefficient
IVUS Intravascular ultrasound
LAD Left anterior descending
LCx Left circumflex artery
MESA Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis
RCA Right coronary artery
VIF Variance inflation factor

Introduction

Coronary artery calcium (CAC) develops during the process
of atherogenesis [1] and has a high prognostic value in symp-
tomatic and asymptomatic individuals [2]. Traditional
Agatston score (AS), derived from noncontrast computed to-
mography (CT) images, represents a clinical standard for
CAC assessment [3]. Even though the traditional AS accounts
for the CAC density (as a peak density factor), two investiga-
tions have suggested an inverse relationship between CAC
density and cardiovascular disease (CVD) events independent
of CAC volume [4, 5]; results of which could be reproduced
by another study only in men [6]. However, these studies used
an indirect measure of CAC density, calculated from the per-
person AS and averaged across each patient as a substitute for
direct density measurements. Results of CAC density mea-
sured directly and on the per-segment level are missing, and
the association between CAC density, CAC volume, the num-
ber of calcified segments, and CVD events is unknown.

Moreover, CT images offer a high amount of information
beyond volume and density. For instance, CAC may present
with a broad spectrum of shapes and can appear at various
locations and its boundaries can be regular or highly irregular
[1, 7]. As suggested in smaller histopathological, biomechan-
ical, and intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) studies, these char-
acteristics may have a high prognostic value. For example in
biomechanical models, unlike round calcifications, irregular
configuration and oval shape with sharp edges have been as-
sociated with increased biomechanical stress on the surround-
ing tissue, representing a risk factor for plaque rupture [8].

Spotty CAC has been linked to inflammation, decreased
plaque stability, and culprit lesions in patients with acute cor-
onary syndrome [9, 10]. Furthermore, an ex vivo study, ex-
ploring coronary artery flow patterns, has shown that coronary
plaques develop predominantly at bifurcations and along inner
walls of curved coronary segments, potentially as a result of
altered endothelial shear stress [11, 12].

Hence, we sought to investigate the association of directly
CT-derived CAC density and morphology with CVD events.

Materials and methods

Study population

The Framingham multi-detector CT sub-study included
4095 adults (men ≥ 35 and women ≥ 40 years of age) from
the Offspring and Third Generation cohorts of the
community-based Framingham Heart Study (FHS) [13].
For the current analysis, we included subjects with CAC
on noncontrast cardiac CT (CAC > 0), and complete risk
profile. Participants with known CVD, missing or not read-
able scans were omitted. The institutional review boards of
the Boston University Medical Center and Massachusetts
General Hospital approved the study, and all participants
provided written consent.

CVD events

Major CVD events were defined as death from coronary heart
disease, non-fatal myocardial infarction, or ischemic stroke,
according to the FHS [14] and the 2013 American College of
Cardiology/American Heart Association risk assessment
guidelines [15]. CVD events were adjudicated using medical
histories, physical examinations at the study clinic, hospitali-
zation records, and communication with personal physicians.

CT image acquisition and analysis

All participants underwent noncontrast ECG-triggered cardiac
CT (2002–2005) using an eight-slice multi-detector CT scan-
ner (LightSpeed Ultra; General Electric) (120 kVp, 320 or
400 mA for < 100 and ≥ 100 kg of body weight, respectively;
gantry rotation time, 500 ms). The imaging protocol included
prospectively ECG-triggered sequential data acquisition initi-
ated at 50% of the RR interval. All scans were performed in a
single breath hold in mid-inspiration, and the images were
reconstructed at 2.5-mm slice thickness and 350-mm field of
view [13]. Three independent readers (BF, PE, JES)
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segmented the CAC on a per-segment basis using an open-
source workstation (3DSlicer, v.4.7.0, http://www.slicer.org)
[16]. The major coronary vessels were divided into eight
segments: (1) proximal and (2) distal right coronary artery
(RCA), (3) left main, (4) proximal and (5) distal left anterior
descending (LAD), (6) proximal and (7) distal circumflex ar-
tery (LCx), and (8) ramus intermedius. Following other stud-
ies, only ≥ 3 connected voxels with radiodensity > 130
Hounsfield units (HU) were considered as CAC [3, 13]. We
assigned calcifications which exceeded segment borders to the
proximal segment of origin and excluded aortic calcifications
which reached into the coronary ostia.

Quantitative CACmeasures—density, volume, and AS

The CAC density was directly measured in each calcification,
defined as the highest radiodensity (HU) within a given seg-
ment. CAC volume (mm3) represented the sum of all calcified
voxels within a given calcified segment. To obtain values per
participant, we averaged all per-segment densities and
summed the per-segment volumes. We also recorded the num-
ber of calcified segments (potential range 1–8) and the stan-
dard AS in every individual [3].

Morphological features

We selected CAC morphology features including shape, loca-
tion, and regularity of boundaries based on prior reports
[7–12]. We determined the prevalence and extent of these
features within a given individual by visual evaluation of the
transversal CT images. Due to a low spatial resolution in the z-
direction (clinical standard of 2.5 mm), microcalcifications
and the regularity of boundaries were assessed exclusively in
the transversal image with a higher spatial resolution of 0.4–
0.6 mm. All other features were confirmed in sagittal and
coronal multi-planar reconstructions. Supplemental
Figure 1S provides corresponding image examples. Briefly,
CAC shape included four major and not mutually exclusive
categories: (1) cylindrical = tube-like calcification > 3 mm, af-
fecting the entire vessel circumference; (2) spherical = single,
round lesion > 3 mm; (3) semi-tubular = lumpy calcification
> 3 mm size, affecting only part of the vessel circumference
and presenting with luminal convexity; (4) spotty = multiple
small calcifications < 3 mm size.

Regarding the location, we recorded the presence of calci-
fied bifurcations (vessels > 2 mm diameter) and assessed the
location of CAC within the vessel (facing pericardium, myo-
cardium, or both). The regularity of boundaries reflected the
quality of the CAC edges. Homogeneously smooth edges
were rated as regular, while inhomogeneous or not differen-
tiable edges as irregular.

Inter-software and inter-/intra-observer reliability

The AS, obtained by 3DSlicer, revealed an excellent inter-
software/inter-reader agreement with the AS acquired in the
initial analysis using commercially available software (intra-
class correlation coefficient (ICC) = 0.98) [13]. There was a
substantial agreement between all three readers regarding the
identification of the morphological features with Cohen’s kap-
pa values ranging from 0.52 to 1.0 (Supplemental Table 1S).

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were expressed as mean ± standard de-
viation (SD) or median (inter-quartile range), and categorical
variables as frequencies and percentages. Skewed variables
were natural log-transformed. First, we assessed the relation-
ship between CAC density, volume, AS, and the number of
calcified segments using Spearman correlations (ρ = rho). We
categorized the CAC density into quartiles and listed the event
rates in individual groups, enhanced by a Kaplan-Meier
curves (incl. log-rank test). In univariate and multivariate
Cox regressions, we investigated the predictive value of
CAC density adjusting stepwise for the FRS and CAC vol-
ume. In a supplemental analysis, all regressions were repeated
in subgroups stratified by sex and the use of statins.

Second, we compared the prevalence of the individual mor-
phological features between groups with and without CVD
events using Fisher’s exact test, enhanced by Kaplan-Meier
curves (incl. log-rank tests). After ruling out collinearity be-
tween the morphological features (variance inflation factor
(VIF) < 4 for no-collinearity), we associated the extent of the
features with CVD events using univariate and multivariate
Cox regressions. To account for the extent of CAD, we adjust-
ed the multivariate Cox regressions for the number of calcified
segments. We did not adjust for the overall CAC volume, since
the qualitative morphological features did not include informa-
tion about the size of individual calcifications; this aspect was
investigated in the density part of our manuscript. Two-sided
p < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant, and Stata
14.0 (StataCorp LP) was used for all analyses.

Results

Participant demographics

Among the 4095 CT sub-study participants, 1330 (838 (63%)
males; mean age 57.8 ± 11.7 years) presented with CAC in the
cardiac CT scan, had a complete risk profile, and had no history
of CAD (Fig. 1). Overall, 73 (5.5%) subjects experienced CVD
events during the median follow-up of 9.1 (7.8–10.1) years.
These individuals presented with higher cardiovascular risk at
baseline (FRS, 14.2 ± 9.2% vs. 9.3 ± 6.7%; p < 0.001) (Table 1).
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CAC density, CAC volume, AS, and the number
of calcified segments

Overall, the median CAC density was 364.0 (230.0–526.0)
HU, while the CAC volume, AS, and the number of calcified
segments per person were 364.0 (230.0–526.0) mm3, 60.2
(10.1–228.5), and 3 (1–4), respectively. On the per-person
level, CAC density correlated strongly with CAC volume
and AS (Spearman’s ρ = 0.75 and ρ = 0.82; p < 0.001 for both)
while less with the number of calcified segments (ρ = 0.40;
p < 0.001). Moreover, lower CAC density correlated strongly
with higher number of calcified segments after adjustment for
CAC volume (ρ = − 0.86; p < 0.001), suggesting that the mean
density per person decreased with an increasing number of
calcifications at a given CAC volume. On the per-segment
level, the median CAC density of individual lesions (357.5
(201.0–606.5) HU) correlated strongly with the median lesion
size (25.7 (8.2–75.9) mm3) (ρ = 0.86; p < 0.001). Figure 2 pro-
vides corresponding scatter plots.

Association of CAC density with CVD events

In the univariate analysis, participants with CVD events had
~ 30% higher CAC density as compared with those without
events (464.0 (352.8–606.0) vs. 356.0 (226.0–517.3) HU;
p < 0.001 for difference) (Table 2). The event rate increased
proportionally across quartiles of CAC density; also reflected
in a lower event-free survival in participants with higher CAC

density (Fig. 3). Higher CAC density was related to a lower
event-free survival in both women and men (log-rank:
p ≤ 0.004; Supplemental Figure 2S).

In the unadjusted survival analysis, CAC density, CAC
volume, AS, and the number of calcified segments were asso-
ciated with CVD events (HR = 1.44–2.59; p < 0.001 for all)
and remained significant after accounting for FRS (HR =
1.33–2.09; p < 0.001–0.002). However, the association of
CAC density with CVD events was attenuated after adjust-
ment for CAC volume (HR = 0.84; 95%CI, 0.41–1.74;
p = 0.648) (Table 3). Similar results were found in the sub-
group analysis stratified by sex and statin use (p = 0.138–875
for CAC volume–adjusted models) (Supplemental Table 2S).

Morphological CAC features and CVD events

The prevalence of the morphological features ranged between
10.5 and 89.9%, while the extent ranged between 1.3 and 2.4
(mean) features per participant (Supplemental Table 3S). The
prevalence of cylindrical and semi-tubular shapes, calcified
bifurcations, both-sided lesions, and irregular boundaries
was twice as high in the participant group with CVD events
compared with the others (p < 0.001–0.005), also reflected in
a lower event-free survival (log-rank p < 0.001–0.004)
(Supplemental Figure 3S). In the survival analysis adjusted
for the number of calcified segments, spherical shape and
pericardial-sided CAC were associated with less CVD events

Fig. 1 Consort diagram. AS,
Agatston score; CVD,
cardiovascular disease; CT,
computed tomography
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(HR (per count) = 0.55; 95%CI, 0.31–0.98; p = 0.042 and
HR = 0.66; 95%CI, 0.45–0.98; p = 0.039) (Table 4).

Discussion

We assessed the relationship between the directly measured
CAC density, CAC volume, number of calcified coronary
segments, and CVD events in 1330 participants of the

community-based FHS using noncontrast cardiac CT.
Moreover, we investigated the association of 10 morphologi-
cal CAC features with CVD events; features which have been
described previously in CT, IVUS and histology studies as
well as in biomechanical models. Our results suggest that
the directly measured CAC density correlates strongly with
CAC volume on the per-person and per-segment levels and
that with an increasing number of calcified segments, CAC
density decreases at any level of CAC volume. CAC density

Table 1 Baseline characteristics
stratified by CVD events All (N = 1330) No CVD (N = 1257) CVD (N = 73) p

Age (years) 57.8 ± 11.7 57.4 ± 11.7 64.5 ± 10.7 < 0.001

Men, N (%) 838 (63.0) 791 (62.9) 47 (64.4) 0.901

On statin treatment, N (%) 240 (18.0) 228 (18.1) 12 (16.4) 0.876

Cardiovascular risk factors

Total cholesterol (mg/dl) 201.7 ± 34.8 201.6 ± 35.0 201.5 ± 33.5 0.982

HDL cholesterol (mg/dl) 50.9 ± 15.7 51.2 ± 15.7 46.6 ± 14.2 0.011

Triglycerides (mg/dl) 143.3 ± 101.4 142.5 ± 101.7 155.6 ± 95.5 0.040

Hypertension, N (%) 531 (39.9) 495 (39.4) 36 (49.3) 0.110

Hypertensive treatment, N (%) 342 (25.7) 317 (25.2) 25 (34.2) 0.098

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 126.6 ± 16.8 126.2 ± 16.8 133.0 ± 16.7 0.001

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 77.1 ± 9.5 77.1 ± 9.5 75.7 ± 9.5 0.103

Diabetes mellitus, N (%) 117 (8.8) 105 (8.4) 12 (16.4) 0.022

BMI (kg/m2) 28.8 ± 5.1 28.7 ± 5.1 29.5 ± 5.4 0.178

Current smoker, N (%) 171 (12.9) 158 (12.6) 13 (17.8) 0.133

FRS (%) 10.0 ± 0.7 9.3 ± 6.7 14.2 ± 9.2 < 0.001

All values are displayed as means ± SD orN (%). p values are based onWilcoxon rank-sum or Fisher’s exact tests
as appropriate. BMI, body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; FRS, Framingham risk score; HDL, high-
density lipoprotein

Fig. 2 Correlation between CAC density, CAC volume, AS, and number
of calcified segments. CAC density revealed a strong correlation with
measures of CAC quantity. The proportion of CAC density/volume

decreased with increasing number of calcified segments. *Partial
correlation between CAC density and No. of calcified segments. CAC,
coronary artery calcification
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was a predictor of CVD events independent of traditional
cardiovascular risk but was not independent of CAC volume.
The extent of spherically shaped and pericardially sided cal-
cifications was associated with fewer CVD events accounting
for the number of calcified segments and, thus, may represent
morphological features related to stable coronary plaques.

CAC density

In general, there are three primary concepts which have
emerged in the evaluation of CAC: assessment of (i) quantity,
(ii) distribution, and (iii) density. The quantity of CAC, tradi-
tionally measured not only by AS but also by CAC volume or
the number of calcified segments, reflects the individual bur-
den of atherosclerosis and is a well-known marker of CVD
risk [17–19]. Our results are in line with the prior studies and
demonstrate that CAC quantity is a strong predictor of CVD
events independent of traditional cardiovascular risk factors.
Despite the strong predictive value of CAC quantity, the num-
ber of coronary arteries affected by CAC relative to CAC
volume [20–22] and the presence of CAC in the proximal
dominant coronary artery [22] have been related to CVD
events independent of CAC volume and traditional cardiovas-
cular risk factors. These factors underline the importance of
CAC distribution and location within a given individual. We

deliver novel data which show that CAC volume, density, and
distribution are strongly related.

Regarding the concept of density, most of the published
studies are limited to the CAC density factor, calculated from
the overall per-person Agatston score [4]. Using the calculated
CAC density factor, two publications have associated a low
density with CVD events at any level of CAC volume [4, 5].
The association between low CAC density and events appears
intuitively correct as one could imagine that lower density
may reflect a more mixed nature of the given lesion with an
underlying noncalcified plaque that is just not visible in
noncontrast CT, both due to the lack of contrast and due to
the lower spatial resolution of noncontrast cardiac scans.

Despite a much larger study population (N = 63,215),
Shaw et al could reproduce these results only in men but
not in women [6]. A smaller study in hemodialysis pa-
tients has suggested the opposite, namely the association
of high density with increased all-cause mortality [23],
and another recent study in patients with advanced chron-
ic kidney disease has described the highest risk of mor-
tality in patients with intermediate CAC density (i.e., mid
tertile; inversed J-shaped relation) [24].

Since calculated from the overall AS per-person, the CAC
density factor inevitably does not account for the distribution
of calcifications within a given individual. Nevertheless,
Blaha et al reported that higher diffusivity index, as a marker

Table 2 Absolute measures of
CAC stratified by CVD events All (N = 1330) No CVD (N = 1257) CVD (N = 73) p

CAC density (HU) 364.0 (230.0–526.0) 356.0 (226.0–517.3) 464.0 (352.8–606.0) < 0.001

CAC volume (mm3) 53.5 (15.6–186.0) 50.6 (14.6–175.2) 232.7 (120.7–444.9) < 0.001

Agatston score 60.2 (10.1–228.5) 55.8 (9.7–209.0) 284.3 (137.3–593.2) < 0.001

No. of calcified segments 3 (1–4) 3 (1–4) 4 (3–6) < 0.001

Individuals with CVD events had higher median CAC density and a greater amount of CAC (volume, AS, and
calcified segments). All values are displayed as median (inter-quartile range). p values are based on Wilcoxon
rank-sum or Fisher’s exact tests as appropriate. CAC, coronary artery calcium; HU, Hounsfield units

Fig. 3 Event rates across quartiles of CAC density and corresponding Kaplan-Meier estimates. Higher event rates and lower event-free survival in the
higher quartiles of CAC density. Whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals. CAC, coronary artery calcium
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of broader CAC distribution and more diffuse atherosclerosis,
relates to a higher risk of events at any level of AS [20]. Thus,
for instance, a person with multiple small calcifications and a
given AS is at higher CVD risk than a person with the same
AS but one large calcification. Accordingly, the CAC density
factor would be the same in both individuals and would not
reflect differences in cardiovascular risk potentially driven by
differences of CAC distribution.

Our results underscore this issue by showing that the di-
rectly measured CAC density correlates strongly with CAC
volume on per-patient level (ρ = 0.75) and on per-segment
level (ρ = 0.86). The strong collinearity between volume and
density may explain why the initially strong positive associa-
tion between CAC density and CVD events vanished after
adjustment for CAC volume. Moreover, lower CAC density

correlated with higher number of calcified segments
(ρ = − 0.86) at any level of CAC volume. In other words,
smaller calcifications had lower density independent of CAC
burden. This finding is not surprising, considering that the
median size of individual calcifications is small (26 mm3;
~equivalent to 3 × 3 × 3 mm) and the usual CT slice thickness
is high (usually 2.5–3 mm). Thus, partial volume effect may
influence the CAC density, and a broader CAC distribution
(i.e., smaller calcifications) may lower and confound the per-
person CAC density factor. Therefore, rather than conflict
prior studies [4–6, 23, 24], our results enhance the knowledge
by showing a close relationship between the directly measured
CAC density, volume, and distribution.

Future studies should ideally measure the CAC density
directly at the segmental level and acknowledge the CAC

Table 3 Association of CAC density and volume with CVD events

Univariate Multivariate

Adjustment:
FRS

Adjustment:
FRS + ln (CAC volume + 1)

HR 95%CI p HR 95%CI p HR 95%CI p

ln (CAC density) 2.59 1.65–4.06 < 0.001 2.09 1.30–3.34 0.002 0.84 0.41–1.74 0.648

ln (CAC volume + 1) 1.60 1.38–1.86 < 0.001 1.46 1.25–1.72 < 0.001 – – –

ln (AS + 1) 1.51 1.33–1.73 < 0.001 1.40 1.21–1.61 < 0.001 1.43 0.53–3.89 0.478

No. of calcified segments 1.44 1.28–1.62 < 0.001 1.33 1.17–1.51 < 0.001 1.12 0.92–1.37 0.266

Univariate and multivariate Cox regressions to associate the quantitative CAC features with CVD events. AS, Agatston score; CAC, coronary artery
calcium; FRS, Framingham risk score

Table 4 Association of
morphological CAC features with
CVD events

Univariate Multivariate
Adjustment:

Number of calcified segments

HR 95%CI p HR 95%CI p

Shape

Cylindrical 1.71 1.25–2.33 0.001 1.15 0.81–1.62 0.424

Spherical 0.62 0.34–1.12 0.115 0.55 0.31–0.98 0.042

Semi-tubular 1.49 1.31–1.68 < 0.001 1.19 0.99–1.44 0.067

Spotty 1.30 1.15–1.47 < 0.001 0.89 0.74–1.06 0.182

Location

Bifurcations 1.31 1.11–1.55 0.001 0.87 0.67–1.09 0.233

Myocardial side 0.95 0.69–1.32 0.774 0.82 0.60–1.12 0.217

Pericardial side 0.71 0.47–1.07 0.103 0.66 0.45–0.98 0.039

Both-sided 1.40 1.24–1.57 < 0.001 1.07 0.90–1.28 0.456

Regularity of boundaries

Regular 1.13 0.93–1.37 0.209 0.93 0.78–1.10 0.408

Irregular 1.36 1.20–1.55 < 0.001 1.03 0.87–1.22 0.752

Univariate and multivariate Cox regressions to associate the extent of individual features per subject (range 0–8)
with CVD events
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distribution. Studies using the calculated CAC density factor
should adjust for CAC distribution (e.g., diffusivity index
[20]).

CAC morphology

CAC morphology represents a novel concept to assess CAC.
Studies of biomechanical models have suggested that the
shape of CAC may be associated with mechanical stress on
the surrounding tissue and, thus, that sharp edges and irregular
shapes of CAC may lead to a reduced the stability of athero-
sclerotic plaque caps [8]. Our findings support these observa-
tions by showing that spherical calcifications (i.e., less me-
chanical stress) are associated with fewer CVD events after
adjustment for the number of calcified segments (HR = 0.55).
Furthermore, pericardial-sided calcifications were less preva-
lent than myocardial-sided lesions and were associated with
fewer CVD events adjusted for the number of calcified seg-
ments (HR = 0.66). These observations support histological,
angiography, and IVUS studies as well as swine models sug-
gesting an accelerated plaque development in inner side of
curved coronary segments (i.e., myocardial side) induced by
lower blood flow and reduced endothelial shear stress [11, 12,
25]. Future studies focusing on CAC shape and location in
culprit lesions are needed to render features with a predictive
value potentially related to high-risk plaques.

Study limitations

The number of CVD events was relatively low in this study
which may have influenced the power of our study; however,
we included only hard CVD events (i.e., cardiovascular death,
non-fatal myocardial infarction, ischemic stroke). On the tech-
nical side, the exact determination of coronary segments in
noncontrast CT scans can sometimes be difficult, and thus,
we reduced the number of segments from 18 to 8. This adjust-
ment may decline the comparability with other studies apply-
ing the standard 18-segment model. Lastly, the CT images
were acquired and reconstructed with standard clinical
methods. Thus, the image resolution in the z-direction was
low (2.5 mm), did lead to a higher partial volume effect, and
may have influenced the evaluation of the morphological
CAC features. Future studies using images with spatial reso-
lution higher than the current clinical standard are desirable.

Conclusions

Directly measured CAC density is not a predictor of CVD
events independent of CAC volume. The directly measured
CAC density correlates strongly with the CAC volume on the
per-person and per-segment levels and decreases with increas-
ing number of calcified segments at a given CAC volume. The
spherical shape and pericardial-sided location of CAC are

associated with fewer CVD events and may represent mor-
phological features related to stable coronary plaques.
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